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Cafe 1001, Old Truman
Brewery, Shoreditch.

16th of November, 2018

160 Frontend / Web /
JavaScript / Mobile
Developers in and around
London mainly and some from
Europe

What to Expect
Hosted by London's largest group of JavaScript and HTML5 developers, London
HalfStack is an annual, one-day front-end web conference in a pub. With a mix of
high quality, lively, entertaining talks, and an audience filled with passionate and
talented web developers and software engineers, it is an incredibly positive and
fun experience in a close knit setting limited to 160 delegates.

Sponsors are encouraged to get involved to make our event even better.
Choose from one of our sponsor levels or propose your own!
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Why Sponsor?
An intimate setting with very high quality attendees and talks
- Sponsorships are customized to the sponsor to give you a solid
return on your investment
- Sponsor will feature prominently prior to the event on the event web
site, mailing list, social media, and monthly meetups
- Sponsor will feature prominently at the event in the slide deck,
conference badges, and any other promotional materials
- Sponsor will feature prominently after the event on recorded videos,
monthly meetups, and initial 2019 event website
- Sponsor will receive our thanks during the opening session
- Sponsor may distribute their swag to attendees
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Packages
Small Stack (£350)

Medium Stack (£700)

Perfect for sponsors looking for a value
marketing option, and the warm feeling that
you are saving the world indirectly

Perfect for sponsors seeking a bigger marketing
presence at HalfStack

- Name and service mentioned at start of day
- Small logo included on all HalfStack event materials
- Give your swag to all attendees
- One free ticket

- Sponsorship of one small aspect of the event (let us
know what you prefer)
- Name and service mentioned at start of day
- Logo included on all HalfStack event materials
- Give your swag to all attendees
- One free ticket

Large Stack (£1100)

Complete Stack (£2100)

Perfect for sponsors seeking extensive exposure at
HalfStack and beyond

Perfect for sponsors seeking top line exposure at
HalfStack and beyond

- Sponsorship of one larger aspect of the event
(let us know what you prefer)

- Sponsorship of conference afterparty, conference
refreshments, or lunch (let us know what you prefer)

- Name and service mentioned at start of day

- Name and service mentioned at start of day

- Prominent logo included on all HalfStack event materials

- Prominent logo included on all HalfStack event materials

- Give your swag to all attendees

- Give your swag to all attendees

- Two free tickets

- Four free tickets

Choice of sponsorship aspect are on a first-come, first-served basis, so sponsor early to get
your choice and maximum marketing exposure throughout the year!
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Be a part of HalfStack 2018
HalfStack is an exceptionally high quality and enjoyable day of JavaScript.
We're open to your creative sponsorship suggestions.
Sponsor HalfStack Now to be a part of the fun!

halfstackconf.com

